
• The scientific study of brain structures on 
mental processes

• Aims to produce a detailed map of the brain
• Useful in explaining mental health problems 

(low serotonin- depression)
• Neurological damage, concerns the permanent 

or temporary damage to neurons
• Localisation of the area damaged 

may impact what functions

Types of Neuron
Sensory- carry messages from the PNS to CNS
Relay- connect neurons to each other.
Motor- carry messages from CNS to effectors (muscles/ 
glands)

1. Event occurs which activates the sympathetic NS of 
the ANS.

2. This leads to the release of adrenaline creating 
physiological arousal and body activity. 

3. The interpretation of the arousal leads to the 
labelling of feeling an emotion. 

4. If there is no physiological arousal, than there is no 
emotion. 

Brain and Neuropsychology 
Knowledge Organiser

The hypothalamus detects a stressor. This activates the 
sympathetic branch of the ANS. As a result the adrenal 
medulla releases adrenaline into the bloodstream which 
allows the body to fight or flee. When the stress passes 
the parasympathetic branch calms the body back down to 
rest/digest. 

Nervous System

CNS- the centre of conscious awareness and decision 
making. 
PNS- connects the CNS to the environment and 
visa/versa.
Somatic NS- voluntary muscle movement.
ANS- involuntary, automatic actions
Sympathetic- Fight/ Flight
Parasympathetic- Rest/ Digest 

Fight or Flight

Sympathetic Changes Parasympathetic Changes

Increases heart rate
Dilates pupils
Dilates bronchi
Stimulates glucose

Decreases heart rate
Constricts pupils
Constricts bronchi
Inhibits glucose. 

James-Lange Theory

Evaluation 
+ Real life examples in phobias/ panic disorders. 
- Cannon-Bard theory argues emotion happens at the 

time as arousal. We bush and feel embarrassment at 
the same time. 

- We need social cues to determine the emotion being 
experienced. 

Neurons 

Synaptic Transmission 

Excitatory neurotransmitters increase the positive charge of 
the neuron making it more likely to fire.
Inhibitory neurotransmitters increase the negative charge of 
the neuron making it less likely to fire.
Summation when there are more excitatory than inhibitory 
inputs the neuron will fire. 

Suggests the brain is plastic and so changes and 
adapts based on experiences it goes through. With 
every new experience leading to the brain rewiring 
and changing it’s structure. Hebb called these 
changes engrams, which were permanent changes in 
the brain based on a memory. 

Hebb’s Theory

Evaluation
+ Hebb’s theory is supported by scientific research 
using brain scans. 
+ Has real world application to education, can be 
used to encourage learning.
- Ignores the role of schemas as suggested by Piaget. 

Localisation

Area Lobe Function

Motor Frontal Complex motor movement

Somato-
sensory

Parietal Sensations in the body

Visual Occipital Responsible for processing 
visual information

Auditory Temporal Responsible for processing 
acoustic information

Broca Left Frontal Speech production 

Wernicke Left Temporal Language comprehension

A: to describe the responses when different parts of the 
brain were stimulated
M: Epileptic patients where conscious when different parts 
of their brain was stimulated using the Montreal procedure. 
Studied over 1000 cases. 
R: stimulation of the temporal lobe lead to clear and vivid 
recall of experiences as well as emotions/ feelings. 
C: the temporal love contains the interpretative cortex, 
stores information on feelings. 

Penfield’s Study

Evaluation
+ Used a very precise method which helped to create 
a map of brain functions.
- Unrepresentative sample of epileptic patients, 

ungeneralisable
- The interpretative cortex doesn’t always respond 

in the same way. 

A: whether episodic and semantic memories are produced in 
different areas
M: Used 6 volunteers and was injected with radioactive gold 
to show up on a PET scan. 
Performed 8 randomised trials (4 episodic/ 4 semantic) to 
think about each type of memory.
R: semantic showed greater activity in the posterior cortex. 
Episodic in the frontal lobe.
C: Memory has a biological basis in different parts of the
brain. 

Tulving’s Study

Evaluation
+ Use of scientific scanning methods to produce 
objective data
- Very small, unrepresentative sample.
- Overlap with episodic and semantic memories.

Scanning Techniques Cognitive Neuroscience

Scan Strengths Weaknesses

CT: similar to X-rays, 
takes images of cross 
sections of the brain.

Shows abnormal 
structures (tumours)
More detail than X-ray

Do not give information 
about brain activity
Requires radiation

PET: measures 
metabolic activity of 
active parts of the brain

Shows active parts of a 
brain
Shows localisation

Expensive
Requires radioactive
substance

fMRI: measure changes 
in blood oxygen in the 
brain

Shows active parts of 
the brain
Safe and clear images

Expensive
Need to be still
Time delay



Development 

Early brain development

Role of nature vs nurture

Nature 
characteristics and 
behaviour is are 
inherited.

Nurture our 
characteristics and 
behaviour is influenced 
by environment.

Brain stem 

Cortex 

thalamus
Cerebellum 

Brain stem: connects brain to 
spinal cord controls 
autonomic functions eg. 
Breathing
Cerebellum: co-ordinates 
sensory and motor, one of the 
last parts of brain to reach 
maturity.
Thalamus: located deep inside 
brain. Acts as information 
hub, receives and sends 
signals around brain.
Cortex: outer layer of brain 
divided into 4 lobes, thinking 
and processing happens here.

Week 3 – neural plate becomes tube
Week 4 – neural tubes begin to divide
Week 15 – cerebellum has formed
6 months – brain is fully formed

Brain 
development 
in the womb

Brain forms due to nature but environment has 
big influence on its development.

Smoking during pregnancy can decrease size of 
babies brain. 
Infections in the womb can lead to hearing loss.
Babies in womb learn to recognise mother voice.

Twin studies used to provide evidence for both 
sides of debate – identical twins share same 

DNA , similarities will be down to nature, 
differences nurture. E.g. IQ study.

Nature evidence 
– babies can 
recognise faces 
and cry from 
birth implies 
nature.

Nurture evidence 
– baby rats kept alone and 
with no toys developed 
slower and had smaller 
brains that rats kept with 
toys and in a group.

Key Terms 

Schema Mental structures containing knowledge, schemas 

develop further through accommodation and 

assimilation.

Assimilation Add new information to an existing schema.

Accommod-

ation

Receiving new information that changes our 

understanding so a new schema is formed.

Conservation The ability to understand that although appearance of 

material changes the quantity stays the same.

Egocentrism Seeing the world from one’s own point of view and not 

being able to see it from others.

Changes in thinking over time. Children think 
differently to adults. Different kinds of logical 
thinking occur at over time.

Piaget 
Theory 

Sensorimotor stage: 0-2 years. learn to co-ordinate 
sensory and motor skills. Object permanence develops 

Pre-operational stage: 2-7 years. Can’t think in a 
consistently logical way. Egocentric and lack conservation.

Concrete operational: 7-11 years. Most children can 
conserve at 7 and show less ego centrism. 

Formal operational: 11+ years. Children can draw 
conclusions about abstract concepts and form arguments.  

Application to education

Readiness can only 
teach something 

when child 
biologically ready 

Individual learning children go through stages 
at different rates allow child to discover the 

answers themselves  

Real world objects 
Children must be 

given actual 
objects to allow 

discovery 

Key studies testing Piaget
Hughes – Policeman Doll study 
Aim: To see if children are egocentric earlier than 
Piaget suggested.
Method: 3½ - 5 year old children asked to hide a boy 
doll from two policeman dolls using partition walls. 
Practiced with one doll first. 
Results: 90% were able to hide the doll away.
Conclusion: Children can conserve earlier than the age 
of 7. Piaget underestimated the abilities of children.

McGarrigle and Donaldson – Naughty teddy 
Aim: To see if children can conserve at an earlier stage 
than Piaget found if change is accidental.
Method: Children aged 4- 6 years shown two rows of 
counters. Teddy messes up one row of them. Child 
asked if the rows were the same.
Results: 62% of children stated the rows were same. 
Only 16% did in Piaget’s experiment
Conclusion: if the change to materials seems 
accidental children under the age of 7 can conserve.

+ three mountains task research 
supports their findings 
+ 
-Task involved hiding from
policeman lacks ecological 
validity 
-Children in unfamiliar setting 
and with unfamiliar adults 

+ other researchers findings 
also supports
+  shows that children can 
covserve earlier than piaget
said
-- sample only used children 
from one primary school
- Results in other research not 
as high as they found

Dweck’s mindset theory 

Our assumptions affect our success. Success it is due to effort not 
talent. When faced with a challenge fixed mindset give up quickly, 
growth mindset keep trying. Fixed mindset see failure as lack of 
talent, growth mindset see failure as a opportunity to learn.

Fixed mindset: 
belief that ability 
is genetic and 
unchanging.  

Growth mindset: 
belief that ability 
comes from 
hardwork and can 
increase.

Role of praise: Person focuses on the ability. Process focuses on 
effort. Students who get person praise feel that success if beyond 
their control.
Role of self-efficacy: understanding your own abilities. Higher self 
efficacy results in greater effort, performance and resilience. Self 
efficacy increases or decreases future success.

Learning styles 

Verbaliser: focus on words. 
Processing by hearing or reading 
words and talking about it.

Visualiser: focus on pictures. 
Processing by seeing, use of 
diagrams, maps and think using 
pictures.

Willingham’s learning theory
Criticises learning styles theories as they aren’t evidence based. 
Teaching and learning can be improved through the following ways 
Praise: praising effort should be unexpected. Praise before a task 
led to less motivation.
Memory and forgetting: forgetting happens because of lack of 
cues, practicing retrieving information from memory
Self-regulation: self control (delay gratification)
Neuroscience: brainwaves in dyslexia are different. Earlier 
intervention would increase progress. 

Evaluation: + Research support for her theory
+ Real world application e.g. in sports seeing failure as a lack of effort rather than talent 
motivates future effort 
- Praising effort can still lead to completing task for approval, and discourages 
independent behaviour.

- Too many 
learning 
styles

- No 
supporting 
evidence 

+ Allowed 
teaching 
methods to 
develop



Memory Knowledge Organiser

Encoding: changing info so that it can be stored.
Storage: holding info in memory.
Retrieval: recovering info from storage.
Recall: to bring a memory back into ones mind
Visual coding : focusing on what information looks like
Acoustic coding: focusing on what the information sounds like
Semantic coding: focusing on what the information means

Info arrives at our senses (sight, sound, taste, smell and 
touch). Stays in our sensory store but only for a very short 
period of time. If we pay attention here it moves to the 
short term store.

The short term store has a small capacity – it can hold 
approximately 7 items or chunks of information – new 
information pushes old information out.  If you rehearse 
the information at this stage it moves into your long term 
store.

The long term store has a very large capacity and 
information can stay there indefinitely.

Evaluation
+ Support from Case studies (KF/ HM) shows two separate 
stores of memory. 
+Support from Murdock’s serial position study.
- Too simplistic, alternative theories of different types of 
LTM.

MSM

Episodic: Unique memories of personal experiences/ 
events.
e.g. holiday.
Semantic: Memories of facts and general knowledge.
e.g. knowing who the prime minister is. 
Procedural: Memory of complex skills, ‘muscle memory’.
e.g. how to ride a bike. 

Evaluation
+ Support from Case studies (Clive Wearing) supports 
different types of LTM. 
+ Brain scan evidence shows different types in different 
locations of the brain.
- Too simplistic. 

Types of LTM

STORE CODING DURATION CAPACITY

Sensory Same as 
received

Less than one 
second

Very limited

Short term Mainly
acoustic 

Up to 30 
seconds 

Approx. 7 
chunks

Long term Mainly
semantic

Unlimited Unlimited

Murdock’s Study

Aim: Evidence to support separate stores.

Method: Participants (103 Psychology students) listened 
to 20 word lists, varying from 10-40 words per list. After 
each list, p’s were asked to recall the words. 

Results: Words at the end (recency effect) and start 
(primacy effect) were well remembered but words in 
middle were forgotten. Displayed on graph called serial 
position curve.

Conclusion: The position of the word determines it’s 
likelihood of its recall. Evidence there is both a short term 
and long term store. 

Evaluation
+ Controlled laboratory study, results are likely to be valid 
(accurate) because of extraneous variables being 
controlled.
- Artificial task of remembering lists of words, tells little 
about ‘memory’. 

Serial Position

Bartlett’s Study

Aim: to investigate how memory is reconstructed. 
Method: participants (UK university students) read an 
unfamiliar story had to retell 15 minutes later and then 
again and so on. A record was made each time story was 
retold.
Results: stories got shorter, lots of omissions (e.g. ghosts 
gone), changed order of events & details. 
Conclusion: our memory not an exact copy – influenced 
by social and cultural expectations. 

Evaluation
- Lack of control of variables, lack of specific 

instructions, lacks validity. 
- The story was unusual and may not reflect everyday 

memory processes. 

Reconstructive Memory 

Bartlett’s Theory
We alter our memory of things so that they make more 
sense to us. If we are trying to recall information we 
cannot remember our mind will fill in the gaps with details 
that make sense and fit with the rest of the information.
Effort after meaning: making sense of something 
unfamiliar after it has happened. This process involves 
making assumptions or guesses about what could or 
should happen. We can mistakenly remember things that 
aren’t really there because they make sense within the 
situation.

Evaluation
+ Helps to explain why people of the same event have 
different  recall. 
+ Application to Criminal Justice System- EWT are likely to 
be inaccurate. 

Factors affecting Accuracy

Factor Explanation 

Interference When there are two competing memories. Old may affect retrieval of new or new may affect 
retrieval of old. 

Context The setting of the environment where learning and retrieval takes place. Improves accuracy when 
they are the same/ similar.

False 
Memories 

Remembering something that never happened. These can be planted easily by others. 

Evaluation
- Studies into each factor lack ecological validity, they use artificial task which explain little about everyday ‘memory’.
- Research into false memories often involve deceiving participants and therefore is unethical. 

Recognition: Retrieving information whilst being given options to choose from. 
Cued Recall: Retrieving information using a cue/ clue.
Free Recall: Retrieval without any cues/ options. 



Perception knowledge organiser

Reasons/Explanations
Misinterpreted depth cues- a depth cue is used 
inappropriately – e.g. Ponzo & Muller-Lyer, Ames room.
Ambiguity- having more than one possible meaning or 
interpretation - Rubin's vase 
Fiction – creating something that isn’t really there to 
complete an image - Kanizsa triangle 
Size constancy – keeping our original perception of the 
size of an object, even when the image received by the 
eyes changes.

Sensation: the information we receive through our 
senses.
Perception: how we interpret or make sense of the 
sensory information that we receive.

Binocular depth cues 

A way of detecting depth 
or distance, which 
requires two eyes in order 
to work.

Using binocular depth 
cues allows us to be much 
more accurate in our 
judgement of depth.

Types of monocular 
depth cues: 

Height in plane:  How high the 
object appears in the image 

Relative size: How large an 
object appears in an image 

Occlusion: When one object 
seems to cover part of another 
object  

Linear perspective:  When 
straight lines are angled so 
that they would come 
together at a point on the 
horizon  

Ponzo illusionRubin’s vase 

Ames Room Muller Lyer

Visual cues 

Monocular depth cues

A way of detecting depth 
or distance which works 
with just one eye.

Gibson theory

Retinal disparity: difference 
between the view of the left 
and right eye gives the brain 
information about depth 

Convergence: eyes point 
closer together when an 
object is close. Muscles work 
harder so know distance and 
depth

Perception is innate it isn’t based on past experience, 
contrasts with Gregory’s theory.
Sufficient information for direct perception – sensation and 
perception are the same. Eyes detect everything we need 
without having to infer.
Motion parallax- when moving items closer to us appear to 
move faster than objects that are further away tells us about 
speed and distance. 
Texture and colour gradient – changes in patterns, shades, 
tones. 
Affordances- uses of an object can be perceived without 
need for past experience.

+ Support from visual 
cliff – babies didn’t crawl 
off shows depth cues 
innate  

- Can’t explain why visual 
illusions trick us

+ Real world application 
– pilots in WW2 used 
information from nature 
to land planes 

Visual illusions
Happen when our visual perception is tricked into 
seeing something inaccurately. We misinterpret 
what is actually there in reality. 

Gregory’s theory
Perception and sensation are not the same. 
Perception is a construction: brain uses incoming 
information and information we already know to form 
a hypothesis/guess.
Inference fills gaps to create conclusions about what is 
being seen.
Visual illusions occur because of incorrect conclusions 
from visual cues.
Perception is learnt from experience. The more we 
interact the more sophisticated our perception.

Evaluation 

E
v
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u
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+ Support from Hudson research into culture 
interpreting cues differently .1

- Used 2D illusions 
which are artificial so 
may not apply to real 
world 

- Visual cliff study 
shows some cues 
innate 

Factors affecting perception 

Culture: 
The way we are brought up 
can influence our 
perception. 
Hudson research showed 
that children from tribal 
cultures interpreted the 
depth of an image showing 
a hunter, antelope and 
elephant differently.

Emotion:
Our moods can affect how 
we perceive.
Children who are excited 
about Christmas time drew 
pictures of Santa bigger and 
with more presents than 
they did after Christmas and 
the excitement has gone. 
Upset people notice more 
upsetting events and 
actions

Gilchrist and Nesberg
Aim: To find out if food deprivation affects 
perception of food.
Method: 26 students. Half had no food 20 
hours other ate normally. Shown slides with 
images of food e.g. hamburger. Had to 
adjust light to level of slide shown 
previously.
Results: food perceived as brighter longer 
they went without food.
Conclusion: hunger can affect how we 
perceive images of food therefore hunger is 
a motivating factor.

Bruner and Minturn 
Aim: To see if expectation can direct 
perception.
Method: 24 students show sequence of 
letters or numbers with an ambiguous figure 
in the middle that could be interpreted as a 
B or 13 asked to write down what they had 
seen. 
Results: Participants in the letter condition 
wrote a B, participants in the numbers 
condition wrote 13.
Conclusion: participants expectations had 
directly affected how they interpreted the 
ambiguous figure.

Motivation Expectation 

E
v
a
l
u
a
t
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+ High ecological validity as participants 
actually hungry 
+ further research support from similar 
study 
- Sample size was small and all students 
so difficult to generalise 
-Ethical issues of depriving participants 
from food may cause discomfort

+ applications to real world as explains 
why people make mistakes
+ controlled & counterbalanced 
improves validity 
- Sample size was small and all students 
so difficult to generalise 
- Artificial task lacks ecological validity



Aim: Statement of the research purpose
Hypothesis: A testable statement about the relationship between two 
variables.  In an experiment these variables are called the independent 
variable (IV) and the dependent variable (DV). 
Null hypothesis: A statement predicting no relationship between two 
variables
Variable: A factor or thing that can change – it varies.
Independent Variable: The variable that the researcher alters or 
manipulates to look for the effect on another variable.  This variable 
produces the two conditions of the study.
Dependent Variable: The variable that the researcher measures to see if the 
IV is affected.
Extraneous variable: Unwanted variable that could affect the DV. 

Research Methods Knowledge Organiser

Laboratory 
experiments
Experiment is 
high in control 
over what 
happens.

Strengths 
EV’s can be controlled so 
cause and effect can be 
established. 
Uses standardised 
procedures 

Weaknesses
Behaviour in a lab less normal 
difficult to generalise 
Participants may change 
behaviour because they're 
aware they are being watched.

Field 
Experiments 
take place in a 
natural setting 
IV manipulated 
by the 
experimenter. 

Natural 
experiments 
take place in 
field or lab, IV is 
not changed by 
the 
experimenter it 
varies naturally.  

Strengths
More realistic behaviour 
than a lab as in natural 
environment
Higher ecological validity 
Less chance of demand 
characteristics 

Weaknesses
May lose control of EV’s so 
difficult to establish cause and 
effect.
Ethical issues such as 
deception or consent more 
likely.

Strengths
May have higher validity 
because real world 
variables.
Can use standardised 
procedures so less EV.s

Weaknesses
Few opportunities to carry out 
as behaviours may be rare –
may also lead to small samples
May be EV’s as cant randomly 
allocate ppts.

Experimental designs – the way that we organise the participants into conditions

Independent
groups 

Different groups of participants 
for each condition 

+ no order effects 
- Participant variables 
- More participants needed

Repeated
measures

All participants take part in both 
conditions 

+ no participant variables 
+ fewer participants needed so cheaper
- Order effects present 

Matched 
pairs

Participants are tested on 
variables relevant to the study 
and then matched and one 
person from each pair completes 
one condition.

+ no order effects 
+ Less participants variables
- Time consuming to match participants 
- Not all  participant variables are controlled 

Dealing with issues;

Participant variables= use random 
allocation; use of chance or 
systematic method to allocate 
participants to conditions.

Order effects = use 
counterbalancing;
Order in which participants complete 
conditions is evened out e.g. half 
complete condition in one or whilst 
other half complete opposite

Research procedures – these all reduce the chance of extraneous 
variables and make research more reliable.

Instructions to participants; 
Giving the same information about the study to all participants.

Standardised procedures;
Using the exact same methods and procedures for participants in a study 

Randomisation; 
Using chance to control effects of bias when designing a study e.g. picking 
words for a list in a memory study.

Sampling
Target Population 
The large group of people the researcher wishes to study.
Sample
The small group of people who represent the target 
population and who are studied.
Representative 
The sample of participants is made up of people who 
have the same characteristics and abilities as the target 
population.
Generalised
The results from the sample can be said to apply to the 
target population.

Random Opportunity Systematic Stratified

Each person
has equal 
chance of 

being selected, 

Selecting people 
available at time 

e.g. who is present 
in the shopping 

mall 

Selecting every 
nth person from a 

list of target 
population 

Selecting
participants from 

sub groups

+ no bias 
- Takes time 

+ Quick and easy 
- Researcher bias

- Less 
representative 

+ avoids
researcher bias 

- Sample may be 
unrepresentative

+ most 
representative

- Very time 
consuming 

Reliability – a measure of 
consistency.
Validity – relates to whether 
a result is a true reflection of 
real world behaviour.

Ethics 
BPS guidelines are a code of conduct all professional psychologists 
should follow.
Informed consent: Participants should be told of the purpose of the 
research and that they can leave at anytime
Deception: participants should not be lied to or misled about aims. 
Privacy: Participants have the right to control information about 
themselves. 
Confidentiality: Personal data must be protected and respected.

Dealing with ethical issues 
Informed consent – sign a form that tells them what is expected 

Deception – full debrief to explain true aims.
Protection from harm – Debrief and follow up.

Privacy and confidentiality – keep details anonymous (give numbers or use 
initials).

Primary data –
obtained first hand 
by research 
Secondary data –
data from other 
studies or 
government stats. 

+ useful as suits aims of 
researcher 
- Time & effort to collect 

+ Easy and convenient to use
- May not fit with researcher 
aims

Sampling methods 



Observations 
Researcher watches or listens to participants and gathers data.
Types of observations 
Natural: record behaviour where it normally occur. 
Or 
Controlled: researcher manipulates aspects of the environment
Covert: Participants not aware behaviour is being recorded
Or 
Overt: Told in advance
Participant: Researcher is involved
Or 
Non-participant: Researcher remains separate

Behavioural categories: Target behaviours are selected and broken 
down into observable categories e.g. using mobile phone.
Inter-observer reliability: Two observers record data at same time 
with same mark sheet, results are compared.

+ When participants not aware higher ecological validity 
+ controlled observations easier to replicate 
- Ethical issues of consent if observing in a public place 
- Observer Bias – researchers can be subjective
- When ppts know they are being watched behaviour may change

Interviews 
Face to face, real-time contact. Can also be phone.

Structured: pre-
planned list of  
questions to ask.

Un-structured: Some questions prepared 
before, new questions can be created 
depending on interviewee response. 

Questionnaires – prepared list of questions that can be 
answered in writing, over the phone, internet etc.

Open questions- tend to 
produce qualitative data. 
More detailed responses 

Closed questions – fixed range of 
answers e.g. rating scale or 
yes/no. 

Case studies: An in-depth investigation of an individual, group, 
event or institution. 
Longitudinal – carried out over a long period of time so can see 
how behaviour changes. Can also be retrospective meaning 
they look back and collect historic data.

+ Research lacks specific aims so 
researcher more open-minded
+ Best way to study rare behaviours

- Focus on one individual or 
event so cant be generalised

- Can be subjective 

Quantitative data – information 
that can be counted usually in 
form of numbers
Evaluation 
+ Easy to analyse and draw 
conclusions
- Lacks depth 

Correlations 
Show a relationship between two variables. Shows link or 
association but NOT cause and effect. 
Co-variables are quantitative data – continuous numerical 
data. 

Positive: as one 
variable 

increases so 
does the other

Negative: as one 
variables 

increases the 
other decreases

Zero: There is no 
relationship 
between the 
two variables

Displaying quantitative data

Semi-structured: some questions 
pre-planned but follow-up can 
emerge.

Evaluation 
Strengths: (+) produce a lot of information 
(+) Insight gained into thoughts and feeling –high in validity
Weaknesses: (-) Data can be difficult to analyse (-) subjective 
(-) People can feel uncomfortable talking face to face.  

(-) Structured interviews 
prevent the opportunity for 
more depth to be obtained  
from follow up questions.

Descriptive stats 
Range: Spread of data. Arrange in 
order and subtract lowest from 
highest score

Mean: mathematical average 
Add up all scores and divide by the 
number of scores

Median: Middle value.
Data put in order from lowest to 
highest 

Mode: Most common score 

Qualitative data –
information expressed in 
words
Evaluation 
+ more depth and detail 
- Hard to analyse and 
summarise

Scatter diagrams 
Display correlation one co-variable is place on X axis one is place 
on the Y axis. A dot is placed where they meet.

Frequency table
Recording the number of times something occurs allows 
systematic way of organising data in columns and rows

Frequency diagrams
Histogram: continuous categories/data, no spaces between bars. 
Bar chart: bars can be in any order data is not continuous e.g. 
favourite colour.

(+) gather information from many people (+) closed questions 
easy to analyse 
(-) leading questions cause issues with validity 
(-) social desirability bias 

Normal distribution 
Symmetrical spread of data forms a bell 
shape with mean, median and mode at 
peak.

Decimals - any number written with a point. Position 
represents value, left on point is whole number. 
Fractions – reduced to simplest form 
Ratios – a way to express fractions e.g. 8:2>4:1
Percentages – fraction out of 100 
Standard form – way to represent very long or short numbers
Significant figures-

Evaluation 
(+) easy to calculate 
(-) Can be distorted by extreme 
scores 

(+) Uses all of data so most 
sensitive measure 
(-) distorted by extreme values 

(+) Not effected by extreme scores
(-) less sensitive than the mean to 
variation in values 

(+) very easy to calculate 
(-) can be unrepresentative



Common misconceptions in GCSE Psychology 

Perception 

A common misconception is whether perception and sensation is the same thing or not. It depends 

which theory you view it from; Gregory states they are different, but Gibson’s theory propose they 

are the same. 

Research methods 

Students sometimes claim that Laboratory experiments are artificial and therefore lack ecological 

validity. It is not as easy as that as it is the nature of the tasks that makes it valid or not. For example, 

if you measure gravity in a laboratory or ‘in the real world’ you will find the same result in both 

environments and they are both valid. In Psychology you often study people and we do sometimes 

behave differently in a Laboratory experiment than if we were observed in our own environment. 

However, in some tasks we will behave the same and in other tasks we will not, so it is the nature of 

the task that will make it valid or not. 

Development 

The unit includes two of Piaget’s theories, so be clear on the differences between the theories. 

Piaget’s Schema theory sets out how children learn concepts (schema) and how those develop. You 

also study Piaget’s theory of cognitive development which inlcudes the stages children go through in 

their cognitive development (with ages, object permanence, conservation etc). In exam questions, 

make sure you address the right theory. 

Also, you need to know McGarrigle and Donaldson’s ‘naughty teddy study and Huges’ Police doll 

study on the course, but be aware that they don’t criticise the stages or order in Piaget’s theory. 

They only critique the ages Piaget claimed that children needed to reach in order to perform 

complex cognitive tasks. They showed children’s cognition matured earlier if the tasks were more 

familiar. 

Brain and Neuroscience 

Student often gets confused on the location of Brocca’s and Wernicke’s area in the brain. An easy 

way to remember that Brocca’s area (speech production) is located in the front of the Brain is that 

the first letter ‘B’ is at the front/start of the alphabet. Wernicke’s area is in the back of the brain, and 

the letter ‘W’ is in the back of the alphabet. 

Memory 

Students often get confused about duration and capacity of Sensory Memory. Sensory memory is a 

store with very short duration (milliseconds) so it decays straight away if you don’t pay attention to 

it.  However, it has a large capacity as it can very briefly hold information from your hearing, smell, 

touch, vision all at the same time. It will be lost if you don’t pay attention to it and is why duration is 

short, but capacity is large. 

 

 

 

 


